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Editorial

By: Axel Weber, Vice President KUKA Medical Robotics

Challenges for future health care systems and potential answers through medical robotics

To fully understand the inherent value of medical robotics, one must first understand the fundamental challenges within most of the world’s health care systems. The global mega trend of ageing societies is altering demographics, through which rising prevalence and incidence of age-related diseases can be observed. The WHO (World Health Organization) expects the proportion of the world’s population above 60 to almost double from 12% to 22% between 2015 and 2050\(^1\) and while the years of good health extend for individuals, the prevalence of age-related diseases like hearing loss, cataracts and refractive errors, osteoarthritis, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, diabetes, depression, and dementia is expected to increase significantly.

The value-based health care concept may be leveraged to understand the challenges more thoroughly. All health care services are leading to a care outcome whose quality can be measured on individual level as well as statistically registered. Those services lead to associated direct and indirect cost and its magnitude regarding the service determines the value of health care. This rather straightforward concept is deeply refined through various tools and methods within the realm of health economics to plan and control the delivery of care.

In the interplay of outcome and cost, medical robotics has great potential in the different care settings. It is showing the most extensive history in the inpatient setting where it demonstrated its efficacy in health technology assessments, improving outcomes in selected procedures. This procedure set is continuously being extended not only to inpatient, but outpatient and rehabilitation settings as well. This leads to an increasing impact for patients and health care professionals not only through improved outcomes, but reduced procedure times, reduction of labor resources in times of labor shortage or even the access to care where it was previously limited. The inherent potential of robotics for automation is rarely being harnessed though and generally follows the master-slave principle where the medical professional is in control anytime. We see some exceptions in microsurgery like LASIK to treat refractive errors or in diagnostic imaging, but the vast majority follows that principle.

The mere fact that a procedure can be performed while utilizing collaborative medical robotics or even being autonomously carried out is insufficient proof. Through the

---

methods of health technology assessments, clinical trials, outcome measurements and cost analysis we are less likely to fall for the fallacy of technological feasibility. Medical robotics is facing boundaries and legitimate challenges through regulatory barriers on one hand, but softer factors like human reservations on the other. Care has traditionally been delivered in close proximity to the patient, brought on a distance for example during diagnostic imaging using radiation sources, and can now be carried out over global distances via tele consultations or tele-manipulated treatments. On patient and on health care professional side this may lead to approval or rejection which should be taken into account from the very early stages of product development. This gains even more significance when targeting consumer health care or future home care solutions.

The utilization of complex and digitized devices like medical robots bears the opportunity of integrated connection to additional digital tools. We see great progress in the areas of digital health, predictive analytics, care planning and hospital information systems whose application space is limited to the digital world. Its outputs may be leveraged in the physical world though through the extraction of information, so they may also be coupled with the physical manipulation capabilities of robotics. Those digitized devices can receive outputs from and deliver inputs to digital entities which are already integrated into care delivery routines like procedure planning, process parameter tracking or process mining.

A multitude of health care procedures may benefit from physical manipulation performed through robotic solutions to create additional value in outcomes or cost. To build a robotics solution from scratch, significant robotics expertise in the field of software and hardware as well as educated and trained staff are required. When creating a robotics solution for an existing device or attempting to set up a new product, integrators may find it advantageous to engage external providers of robotics components and expertise. In buy-or-build decisions a conversation can help for evaluation as well as feasibility. A company like KUKA may be the ideal partner for co-creating something new without having to establish the full set of expertise. It has the right resources and pre-certified products for medical use to bring robotic solutions to all diagnostic and therapeutic areas.

The underlying trends in demographics and the challenges in outcome and cost for health care systems call for innovation and efficient solutions. The robotics industry has a proven record and gathered expertise in the past decades that can be extended to adjacencies that might not be fully obvious yet still adapt to its market dynamics. The potential for automation, reduction of procedure times, improvement of outcomes, the purposeful use of human labor are all factors speaking for an increased utilization of those capabilities.